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A team of Geisinger researchers has identified a
common genetic variant as a risk factor for stroke,
especially in patients older than 65. 

Cerebral small vessel disease (SVD) causes about
a quarter of ischemic strokes worldwide and is the
most common cause of vascular dementia. SVD
can manifest as lesions on the brain, which
typically appear on brain scan images. SVD is
commonly associated with aging and hypertension,
but a minority of cases are caused by cysteine
altering variants in the NOTCH3 gene.
Approximately 1 in 300 people have this type of
gene variant. A rare hereditary condition known as
cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with
subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy, or
CADASIL, which is caused by this gene variant,
has been associated with SVD and an increased
risk of stroke.

In their study, published in Stroke, researchers
evaluated a set of health records, including
imaging and genomic sequencing data, of more
than 300 Geisinger patients, of which 118
exhibited a NOTCH3 variant. Of this group, 12.6%
had a history of stroke, compared with 4.9% of

those in a control group. The risk of stroke was
significantly higher in those older than 65, and
patients exhibited a higher number of white matter
lesions on the brain. Although all 118 patients in the
study group had a NOTCH3 genetic variant, the
specific variant that causes CADASIL was rarely
seen.

Given the high population frequency of NOTCH3
variants, the number of individuals who may be at
higher risk of SVD and stroke as a result of a
NOTCH3 variant is significant, the research team
wrote. The study indicates that most individuals
with a NOTCH3 variant will develop
NOTCH3-associated SVD after the age of 65.

"Stroke is a complex multifactorial condition," said
Vida Abedi, Ph.D., a scientist in the department of
molecular and functional genomics at Geisinger
and a co-author of the study. "Dissecting its risk
factors and identifying ways to improve patient
outcomes is a crucial part of improving patient
care."

"This study represents a novel and powerful
approach to studying the genetic basis of
neurologic disease," said Ramin Zand, M.D., a
vascular neurologist and clinician-scientist at
Geisinger and co-author of the study. "Geisinger's
unique resources, its electronic health records and
focus on precision medicine allows us to leverage
this data to provide better care for all of our
patients." 
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